Business at Its Best

Maximizing Long-Term Profitability and Societal Impact
By Charles Moore, Executive Director, Committee Encouraging Corporate Philanthropy
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ORGANIZATIONAL BRIEF CECP (www.corporate
philanthropy.org) is the only international forum of global CEOs and chairpersons focused
on increasing the level and quality of corporate
philanthropy. Membership includes over 180
leading business executives whose companies
collectively account for over 40 percent of all
corporate giving in the United States. Next year’s
Board of Boards CEO Conference will take place
in New York City on February 27, 2012.
Blending Commercial and Societal Interests
nearly 70 global business leaders – including
executive delegations from China and the arabian
Gulf – convened on International Corporate
Philanthropy day to discuss the theme “business
at its best: maximizing Long-Term Proﬁtability and
societal Impact.” In this closed-door session – held
annually and consistently ranked among the world’s
top 10 executive events by global public relations
ﬁrm Weber shandwick – leading Ceos focused on
the opportunities and implementation challenges
that lay ahead when reorienting their core corporate
strategies to blend commercial and societal interests.
Ceos reﬂected on the advances their companies have made in incorporating environmental
sustainability into their operations and business
practices, the development of new products or services, and even the rethinking of business models.
With those gains as a backdrop, they turned
to the rising pressures they face to take action on
societal issues. Ceos are motivated to do so by a
range of concerns including responding to the rising
needs in their communities, competing in a global
marketplace, and recruiting and retaining top talent.
Ceos were challenged to think beyond philanthropy and consider weaving a process to create a
positive societal impact into the fabric of the company.
CeCP calls this strategy sustainable value Creation.
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Moving Beyond Business-as-Usual
In considering how sustainable
value Creation differs from traditional
strategies, Ceos shared their expectation
that it requires new models for capturing
societal impact, lengthier investment horizons, and a deeper understanding of
stakeholder needs and behaviors.
reﬂecting on these differences,
70 percent of Ceos indicated that they
would not evaluate sustainable value
Creation opportunities using the same
criteria as they would for other opportunities. Yet sustainable value Creation opportunities must return a proﬁt in order to justify ongoing
corporate involvement despite the different approaches and timeframes required for execution.

CEO Poll Results
Over the last 5 years, what trend has most
driven companies to focus on solving
societal problems?

Rise of
Transparency
16%

War for
Talent
18%

Competitive
Advantage
14%
Risk
Mitigation
5%

Globalization
22%
Greater
Community
Need
25%

CEO Leadership: Putting Ideas into Action
Ceos not only discussed the importance of
pursuing a sustainable value Creation strategy,
but they focused on overcoming the challenges
in bringing this type of strategy to life. When
asked what stage of implementation was most
difﬁcult, attendees were divided. roughly half
answered that identifying and prioritizing the
best set of societal issues – ones that truly mesh
business and societal interests – presented the
biggest obstacle. For others, scaling the strategy across the ﬁrm and measuring results were
toughest.
a sustainable value Creation strategy requires a company to mobilize the entire business, and to authentically and proﬁtably commit
to a chosen issue for the foreseeable future.
Consequently, as with any large-scale change
management effort, the Ceo has a pivotal stewardship role in designing, launching, and steering the initiative.
Ceos felt conﬁdent that they could deploy
initial, small-scale sustainable value Creation
projects. However, they agreed that integrating
the priorities across the entire ﬁrm would require linkages to employee incentives, new
governance structures, and reinforcement by
senior leadership.
Furthermore, the learning opportunities that
result as a natural consequence from sustainable
value Creation pilots were seen as a solid investment in creating enduring business value by
mitigating risk and seeking new opportunities for
growth now and in the years ahead.

•

A strategy that benefits society and business
differs most from business as usual because
it requires:
New models for measuring business value that include social metrics
26%
A longer-term investment horizon
23%
A deeper understanding of stakeholder needs and behaviors
23%
Greater CEO stewardship
8%
More cross-sector collaboration
7%
Guiding consumers to more sustainable choices
7%
More open and inclusive frameworks for innovation
6%
In implementing a Sustainable Value Creation
strategy, which stage did your company
find most difficult
Identifying an initial set of societal issues that link to our
competitive advance
25%
Focusing our scope to projects where we can make an impact
24%
Deploying the project and learning from early mistakes
9%
Scaling the strategy across the company
20%
Measuring societal and business performance
22%
Leaders 97

